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The Significance of Norbert Elias?s Sociology in The Symbol Theory ? Language, Knowledge, Art and Science
OHIRA Akira?
Abstract
 The Symbol Theory has a complicated history of its own. Because of a skiing accident Elias had as a young man, he lost 
his sight in one eye. As he grew older, his sight in the other eye also became worse and worse, and finally he became almost 
blind. So Elias needed assistants to write down the sentences he orally transmitted. These dictated passages were finally edited 
and published in book form by Richard Kilminster under Elias?s instructions. That may be one of the reasons for the seemingly 
repetitive use of his key concepts and ideas. Nevertheless, The Symbol Theory is a unique book in which we can see Elias?s 
arduous attempt to integrate his knowledge of paleontology, archaeology, anthropology and language into a grand sociological 
theory. What is more important here is not only his keen interest in human language itself used as a means of communication 
or represented as sound-patterns which are different from those of animals, but also his repeated emphasis on the importance of 
its symbolic function in creating human knowledge, thought and culture through interdependent or intergenerational networks 
of speech acts. According to Elias, language is a crucial element in the civilizing process and therefore it should not be separated 
from nature and culture because human beings acquired linguistic abilities, especially oral and aural abilities, both through their 
evolutional and social processes.
 In this book, Elias tries to oppose any dichotomic or reductionist tendencies among philosophers and social scientists such 
as Descartes, Kant, and Karl Popper that separate subject from object, nature from society ?culture?, body from spirit, or mythic-
religious thinking from scientific thinking. Since ancient times, both fantasy knowledge and scientific knowledge have played 
an important role for the survival of human beings as groups. Thus like time, language functioning as a symbol can change and 
develop greatly in human society, constituting what Elias calls a five-dimentional world. The purpose of this essay is to show how 
great a role Elias played in extending the frontier of the sociology of knowledge under the influence of great German sociologists 
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